
Willis Winters 
Park 

The Case Against a Football 
Stadium or “Multi-Use Game 
Field” 



Why We Love Our Park: 
Community Perspectives



Nature/Relaxation at Willis Winters Park



• Community at Willis Winters Park



Recreation at Willis Winters Park





“The basic tool for the manipulation of 
reality is the manipulation of words. If 
you can control the meaning of words, 
you can control the people who must 
use the words.”

- Philip K. Dick 

Definition of a 
STADIUM –
per DISD 



Conclusions:

• Compared to other urban peers, Dallas 
ISD stadium utilization is significantly 
lower. 

• Furthermore, If DISD stadiums were 
utilized at the same level of Houston 
ISD’s stadiums, it would require 3 less 
stadiums than it currently has.

• DISD has NOT requested any dollars in 
the 2020 Bond proposal for new football 
stadiums (despite being the largest public 
bond in state history).

With an Abundance of Stadiums Available, Why 
Another?
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Varsity Football Travel Distances
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Conclusion: Woodrow varsity 
football has a relatively short 
travel distance compared with 
DISD peers.
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What will it sound like? Levels will vary 

throughout an event, but we can expect to 

experience audio comparable to:

• a chainsaw or power mower (80-90dB) 

for those living within the smallest circle

• a vacuum cleaner (70dB) for those living 

within the middle circle.

• an electrical transformer (50dB) for those 

living 3000 feet away

• Noise levels will interfere with conversation 

even if your windows are closed.

The World Health Organization (WHO) 

guideline value for nighttime noise in a 

sustainable urban setting is 40dB!

Sky glow from the field lights would impact 

nearly everywhere on this map. 

Electrical 
Transformer 

(50 db)

Adapted with permission  from nonewstadium.org

Dallas Noise Ordinances
Daytime: 63db
Nighttime:  56db

https://f69e.engage.squarespace-mail.com/r?m=5eab4b72d83a1b7ed5bd9642&u=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.who.int%2Firis%2Fbitstream%2Fhandle%2F10665%2F276001%2F9789241550376-eng.pdf&w=5bd6338a4d87118fef9bb94e&e=2020-05-01T22%3A04%3A46.663Z&l=en-US&s=jFzPeCjy9Ia3nVLjWGePTYskDyQ%3D


Stadiums INCREASE Crime



Conclusions:

• Results confirmed sports events at each venue affected the frequency, type, and time of crime in the 
vicinity of both districts; crime frequency was greater on game days

• Moreover, the greater effect of game days was substantially increased frequency of violent crimes, 
resisting arrest, and property-related crime reports.

Stadiums INCREASE Crime



What about Parking?

• Informed by professional design firm
• 300 proposed parking spots adjacent to Woodrow
• Controversial, but identified to be necessary for 

project to move forward 

Previous Proposal Current Proposal

• Informed by ????
• No identified parking plan – vague answers only
• Possibly omitted in order to try and avoid a 

controversial early roadblock 



Key Conclusions

▪ Willis Winters park is nearly a century old and represents a unique harmony between nature, 
community, and recreation. 

▪ There is no evidence supporting the need for an additional football stadium within Dallas ISD. In 
fact, DISD has not requested any funding for a stadium as part of its massive 2020 Bond.

▪ A football stadium would produce significant noise and light pollution as far as 3,000+ feet away, 
negatively impacting all nearby neighborhoods.

▪ Evidence suggests that sporting venues, such as a high school football stadium, lead to increases 
in both violent and property-related crimes.

▪ The controversial but necessary issue of parking has been ignored, possibly in order to avoid an 
early “deal killer” roadblock.

▪ The Friends of Willis Winters Park and other local community advocates continue to enhance the 
park’s features and overall profile. These incremental improvement opportunities can and will 
continue without a stadium. 



Appendix



Economic Profiles Across DISD


